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Abstract
A general consideration to the relation between the general SU(2) formulation for
quantum searching with certainty and its corresponding Hamiltonian is undertaken in
this work. We have derived the general Hamiltonian from the SU(2) formulation and
reduced it to all known search Hamiltonians.
A quantum mechanical algorithm is a complete and straightforward set of directions,
based on the quntum physical process which possess the unique features of superpositions
and entanglement, to accomplish a computation in a nite number of steps. Each step in
the algorithm is designed by a sequence of unitary operators that transform the initial state
to a desired one. We usually consider that these transformations are composed of several
universal quantum logic gates. Therefore, this way to think about the construction of a quantum
mechanical algorithm is called the quantum circuit model for quantum computing. Famous
examples include the quantum factorizing algorithm discorvered by Shor[1] and the quantum
searching algorithm well developed by Grover[2]. The latter is what we intend to discuss in
this work.
Quantum circuit model is a conventional way to consider the quantum algorithm. However,
there exists another picture which based on a fundamental postulate to quantum computation.
The quantum postulate states that the time evolution of the state vector of a closed quantum




= H(t) jΨ(t)i , (1)
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where the Hamiltonian H contains all the information about the evolution of the quantum
system. If the Hamiltonian of a quantum system is obtained, then its dynamics is known
completely. This means, to quantum computation, if the Hamiltonian is well designed, the
initial state will evolve to a desired nal state under the directions of Schro¨dinger equation, i.e.
a specic answer will be found out.
If H is time-independent, then the solution of the Schro¨dinger equation will be in the
simple form:
jΨ(t)i = e−iHt jΨ(0)i , (2)
and the value of h has been set for one. The development operator e−iHt and other quantum
logical gates utilized in the quantum circuit model can all be thought as the transformations
of rotation in Hilbert space. However, the main dierence between these two kinds of unitary
operations is the denition to the operation time. In the quantum circuit model, one action of
a quantum logical gate is one time step ,i.e. its time domain is discrete. Obviously each step
of the same transformation make the state vector sweep the same amount of nite angles in
Hilbert space. On the other hand, the evolution time t of the development operator is continous.
It, then, can accomplish the ne rotations about a state vector in Hilbert space.
Quantum searching algorithm can be described in both ways. We, therefore, intend to
establish the remarkable relation, using the generalized Hamiltonian derived from the gen-
eral SU(2) formulation for quantum searching with certainty[4], between the discrete-time and
continous-time pictures. Besides, we will also show the two known Hamiltonians are special
cases of generalized Hamiltonian.
Suppose in a two-dimensional Hilbert space we have a marked state jτi to be searched by
successively operating a Grover’s kernel G on an arbitrary initial state jsi. The Grover kernel
is a product of two unitary operators Gτ and Gη, given by
Gτ = I + (e
iφ − 1) jτi hτ j , (3)
Gη = I + (e
iθ − 1)U jηi hηjU−1 ,
where U is an arbitrary unitary operator, jηi is another unit vector in the space, and φ and
θ are two phase angles. The Grover kernel can be expressed in a matrix form as long as an
orthonormal set of basis vectors is designated, so we simply choose
jIi = jτi and jIIi = (U jηi − Uτη jτi)/l , (4)
where Uτη = hτ jU jηi and l = (1− jUτηj2)1/2. Letting Uτη = sin(β)eiα, we can write, from (4),
U jηi = sin(β)eiα jIi+ cos(β) jIIi , (5)
and the Grover kernel can be written
G = − GηGτ
= −
[
eiφ(1 + (eiθ − 1) sin2(β)) (eiθ − 1) sin(β) cos(β)eiα




In the searching, the Grover kernel is successively operated on the initial state jsi. We wish
that after, say, m iterations the operation the nal state will be orthogonal to the basis vector
jIIi so that the probability for nding the marked state jτi will exactly be unity. Alternatively,
in mathematical expression, we wish to fulll the requirement
hIIjGm jsi = 0 , (7)
since then
jhτ jGm jsij = jhIjGm jsij = 1 . (8)
The initial state jsi in this work is considered to be an arbitrary unit vector in the space and
is given by
jsi = sin(β) jIi+ cos(β)eiu jIIi . (9)
We , then, deduce the matching condition from the requirement (7), and the Grover kernel (6)
can now be rewritten
G = eiΘ

 eiw cos2(y) + e−iw sin2(y) e−iφ2 eiαi sin(w) sin(2y)
ei
φ
2 e−iαi sin(w) sin(2y) eiw sin2(y) + e−iw cos2(y)

 . (10)









) sin2(β) , (11)








l = 2 sin(w)(sin(w) + sin(
φ− θ
2







and the angle  is arbitrary.
We, then ,let the development operator equal to Grover’s kernel, i.e.,
e−iHt0 jsi = G jsi , (13)
where t0 is one unit of rotating time. We can imagine that the rotating track of the state vector
G jsi is two dots for a starting point and a end point during one unit time. The track of the
state vector e−iHt0 jsi, however, is a continous curve that conects both dots during the time
interval t0. If these two vectors continue to rotate until reaching the position of marked state,
we will nd that the tracks they left coincide , i.e., one curve strings all dots. Of course we
premise that a well Hamiltonian is designed.
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The requirement (13) give us a access to the generalized Hamiltonian. It follows the
relation
Ht0 = i ln G , (14)
or in the matrix form
Hg = − 1
t0
[
w cos(2y) +  w sin(2y)e−i(φ/2−α)
w sin(2y)ei(φ/2−α) −w cos(2y) + 
]
. (15)
Thus the generalized Hamiltonian Hg contains all the information about every parameter in
the SU(2) formulation. We will show that Hg can be reduced to dierent kinds of Hamiltonians
under some specic conditions .
First, we will discuss what kind of Hamiltonian corresponds to the orginal quantum search-
ing algorithm proposed by Grover. For this case, related parameters are set as follows
φ = θ = pi , (16)
α = u = 0 ,and  = 0 ,
the generalized Hamiltonian Hg is reduced to a special one,
Hf = E
[
0 i2 sin(β) cos(β)








It is equivalent to the Hamiltonian which Fenner[5] proposed.
Then, for following conditions,




, u = 0 ,and  = − 2β
sin(β)
,
the generalized Hamiltonian Hg is reduced to the Farhi and Gutmann Hamiltonian[6]
Hfg = E
[
sin2(β) + 1 sin(β) cos(β)









Recentaly, Bae and Kwon[7] propose two kinds of Hamiltonians for quantum searching
with certainty. First, all parameters satisfy the conditions
θ = φ = pi ,
u = 0 , and  = w cos(2y) ,
then the Hg is reduced to Hamiltonian Hd,
Hd = E
[





E = − w
t0
√
cos2(β) + cos2(χ) sin2(β)
,and χ = α − φ
2
.
Second, for following conditions,




, u = 0, (20)
 = a  r sin(β), and w = a sin(β) r,
the general Hamiltonian becomes
Hp = E
[
a + a sin2(β)− 2r sin(β) (a sin(β) r) cos(β)
(a sin(β) r) cos(β) a cos2(β)
]
, (21)
where E = −1/t0.
In the discrete-time picture to quantum searching, we are concerned to minimize the total
number of oracle calls. It has been shown that Grover
′
s original algorithm is optimal [8][9][10],
i.e. one will nd the object in O(
p
N) oracle calls, according to the needs for queries Gτ , where
N is the size of a quantum database. However, the issue of computational complexity is not
seen apparently in the Hamiltonian model. In the case of Farhi and Gutmann Hamiltonian,
the operating time of nding the marked item is tfg = pi/(4β), which is less than the needs
for queries in continus-time model for u 6= 0[11]. This means that the searching will be ac-
complished more ecient than the corresponding counterpart as long as the Hamiltonian of a
physical system is the Hamiltonian Hfg.
To summarize, we have discussed the relation between the continous-time and discrete-
time model to quantum searching and derived the general Hamiltonian Hg from the general
SU(2) formulation. We also show that it can be reduced to all known searching Hamiltonians.
This will promote the understanding of the computational complexity to a searching problem.
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